MSC Students Face New Union-Fee Hike
Will Jump from $20 to $45 by Fall '71

By Kathy Kayne
Staff Reporter

As new buildings go up, so do their prices. Therefore, when the new student union building goes up so will the student activities fee.

By fall 1971, when the planned student union building is scheduled to open, students at MSC will be faced with another increase in their tuition bill. The hike, which was approved by the administration in December and by the SGA on Jan. 6, will increase the present $20 fee to $45 for fulltime students and $22.50 for parttime students. The Board of Higher Education approved the raise last Jan. 16.

Jon O. McKnight, director of Life Hall, remarked that the increase in the students activities fee will pay off the mortgage on the building. "The income generated within the building pays for the year to year operation and replacement of equipment," he commented.

"Construction is anticipated to begin by this April," said McKnight. The building will be air-conditioned and will house eight bowling alleys, a billiard room, publication offices, a ballroom, bookstore, snack bar and be complete with background music.

McKnight explained that all angles were considered before increasing the activity fee. There are only two types of buildings that the state will not subsidize: dormitories (which account for last year's dorm fee increase), and student union buildings (which will account for next year's increase).

The only three revenue resources left were industry, alumni and federal grants. The college applied for a federal grant but was turned down. Various industries were also approached for funds, but offered no support and teachers colleges do not provide the wealthy alumni needed to subsidize a project of this kind, McKnight remarked.

FATE OF EMPIRES
Gov. William T. Cahill in his inauguration speech called for "new methods" and innovations in New Jersey education. The 46th governor stated that the "fate of empires" depends upon the education of youth. See story on page 8.

PROBLEMS, ANYONE?
Long lines formed outside C-304 last week as registration workers tried to correct computer goofs and change student programs to fit student preference.
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Jon McKnight: Car Fan

By Susan Dominski

Features Editor

"I honestly enjoy doing what I do," assured Jon. O. McKnight, director of Life Hall, in a recent interview. "I have no aspirations for becoming a college president, as in being the best college union director possible."

A native of Rochester, N.Y., and a devoted tv football fan, McKnight's interest in college union work was sparked when he was a sophomore at New York University at Gansevoort. Elected to the college's Board of Managers, he was impressed by its dynamic director. He later became chairman of the college union board and was responsible for the major programs and senior social activities. As a senior, McKnight was elected to the new student union planning committee.

Sports car racing, always a popular sport with the director, provided him with an opportunity to unwind. McKnight is a member of the Sports Car Club of America and works at the track on race weekends. "I hope to get my driver's license someday," he grinned. He and his wife and their three and one-half month old son live in Life Hall, "a good location for sports car racing, only two and a half hours from the race tracks," he explained.

A major in social studies education as an undergraduate, the director said that the reason he didn't plan a teaching career was because he enjoys relating to students on an informal, one to one basis. He did two years graduate study in college administration at NYU where he received intensive "on the job" experience. The first year he worked for 30 hours a week in union board and the second year he was the supervisor of the student center, a $5.5 million operation.

McKnight confessed a strong interest in modern and progressive jazz. "I also enjoy rock music," he said, "it's part of my job, arranging concerts. It couldn't be objective if I didn't know something about it.

"My strongest interest lies in planning new union buildings," said McKnight, an easy-going, personable man. "My first contact with MSC was through the Association of College Unions at the 1967 regional conference held here." The fact that MSC was planning a new student union building piqued McKnight's interest, and led to this job as director of life hall which he has held since August 1968.

Reading, especially of current periodicals, is one of McKnight's hobbies. "I enjoy my urban setting very much," he said, "it's part of my job, arranging concerts. I couldn't be objective if I didn't know something about it.

"I really love this college and I'm proud of it, and proud of the people who work here," McKnight commented. "Back in the early 50s people had no idea how desperate the situation was at Montclair State College. MSC had an excellent reputation as a teachers college, but its facilities were unbelievably inadequate. Why, I remember several times when we actually had to pass the hat among students and faculty, to scrape together enough money to print leaflets, so people could be informed about the college's urgent needs!" chuckled Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge, MSC President emeritus, in whose honor MSC's new four-story, air-conditioned classroom building is named. According to Mr. Jerome R. Quinn, facilities director, Partridge Hall will open in March as the campus's largest academic structure.
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They Plan for the Future
— The Year 2000

Just 30 years from today we'll be 33 days into a new century.

The changes that took place in civilization as we know it—from Feb. 2, 1970 to Feb. 2, 2000—seems incomprehensible now. But based on current statistical data and projections, analysts are able to report volumes of technological advances in store for us by 2000.

Leader in scientific prediction making is Herman Kahn, a stocky 47-year-old physicist—mathematician from Croton, N.Y., along with his associate Anthony J. Wiener, run an organization called Hudson Institute (also known as the "think tank") in Croton for the purpose of doing research on the future. One of Hudson Institute's clients is the Defense Department and numerous private businesses make use of "think tank's" services, according to the organization's administrative assistant Gail Porter.

LONG-RANGE RESEARCH
Miss Porter said that the main intention of "think tank" is to make long-range research reports on public policy issues. The going rate for some of these reports comes close to $5000. And, at times, some companies post their financial resources to get a long-range outlook of business and industry in the coming decades. "We've just finished a survey on the future of commerce in 1976 for a series of clients," Miss Porter stated.

"And," she said, "New York state has commissioned us to do a report on youth and drug addiction in the year 2000."

COMPUTERS REPRODUCING THINGS
Speaking in front of the House Science Committee in Washington last week, Kahn claimed that computers eventually will out-think and, perhaps, rule man. He asserted that computers can "transcend man in thinking, painting, writing and every way"—and that included reproducing and improving themselves.

Kahn further stated that by the year 2000, computers will take over teaching the children, even speaking to them "in an everyman, everyday-friendly voice."

Says They Would Not Ad in Interest of Colleges
By Louise Palmer

Miss Potter stated.

Wayne—Chancellor of Higher Education Ralph A. Dungan feels that "students are not qualified" to be college trustees, and that "they would not always act in the best interests of the college."

The statements, made at Paterson State College (PSC) on Jan. 14, were prompted by the current effort at PSC to place a student in the now-vacated trustee seat of Mrs. Iris Bluestein, who served on the college's Board of Trustees for two years before her recent death.

Dungan suggested that, in place of a student trustee, an advisory committee could be set up, consisting of approximately 30 students. These students, said Dungan, could elect a spokesman to the board. However, this spokesman would have no voting rights.

His suggestion was answered by Pat Mollin, faculty senator and student government member, who said that such a committee was set up last November to investigate the dismissal of five student personnel members. The committee, according to Mollin, was sent in circles and finally ignored. Mollin said Dungan tried to pacify him by stating that "the college must have had a good reason to dismiss those people."

While the Cahill administration is attempting to pass a bill that will prevent student members on the boards of New Jersey state colleges, the board chairman of Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., William S. Vaughn, has stated that "student board membership is the spirit of the times. It's one of those things we should have done long ago."

Misk considers giving students a voice on the Board of Trustees—See story on Page 9. -- Staff Photo, Associated Press.

CONSTRUCTION STAGES: Typical of the various stages of construction is this view of the fourth floor of Partridge Hall. Though occupancy was scheduled for January 1970, construction strikes have been blamed for delaying the building's opening until March 1. It will house classrooms and offices of MSC's humanities department.

March 1 Is Target For Partridge Bow
Cite Wage Strike
For Major Delay
Cite Wage Strike

By Linda Monaco
Staff Reporter

Union buildings on New Jersey campus range from large empty rooms called "lounges" to buildings rivaling the Taj Mahal. The MSC student union building is scheduled to be completed in September 1972. The building, to be located between Partridge and Mallory halls, will contain bowling alleys, student activity offices, mini-offices for small organizations, ballroom, snack bar and lounges.

Rutgers, New Brunswick has been called the Taj Mahal of student unions. For the $16 per semester, students use the game rooms, bowling alleys, large snack bar, serving cafeteria style, student organization offices and the separate but attached wing for graduate students. Rutgers, New Brunswick students began paying the fee in 1963 and the fees accumulated until the building opened.

Essex County Community College, Newark, houses their student union on the eighth floor of an old remodeled bank. Wooden partitions divide the publication offices from the main floor and the lounge tends to resemble a picnic ground after all the people have left. Largeness seems to be its only asset.

Students at Newark College of Engineering enjoy a student union with two large lounges, two small lounges, a snack bar, game room, a cafeteria and offices for student organizations. NCE students pay a fee that will be raised in December 1970 from $25 to $35.

Until recently, students at Trenton State College were served by two student union buildings. Now only HUB remains as a result of a recent fire. Both Paterson State College, Wayne, and Newark State College, Union, also have student unions.

NEWS ANALYSIS

For Major Delay

Says They Would Not Ad in Interest of Colleges

By Miriam Tawb
News Editor

College administrators estimate that Partridge Hall, MSC's newest classroom buildings, will be ready for occupancy as of March 1.

Altho January 1970 had been the target completion date set as far back as spring 1968, construction delays over the past year forced January occupancy plans to be postponed.

Facilities Director Jerome Quinn attributed the major delay to the Passaic County construction workers strike during May 1969, when over 10,000 local construction employees walked off their jobs in favor of higher wages.

Presently in various stages of completion, the building contains three floors of classrooms and a fourth floor of office space. The building will be used by MSC's School of Humanities primarily to house English and foreign language classes. All English and foreign language faculty offices will be located in Partridge Hall.

According to a spokesman for the scheduling office, a duplicate room schedule was prepared for all spring semester English and foreign language classes—one for Partridge Hall and one for other campus buildings until the Partridge completion. All short term humanities courses have been scheduled for Partridge Hall.

Named for MSC's second president, Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge is now the president of the Near East Foundation, New Brunswick. A building dedication ceremony will be held on May 2, Alumni day.

Cite Wage Strike
For Major Delay

LACEY'S MAN
Raymond M. Young, a member of Montclair State College's Board of Trustees, has been appointed a special assistant to U.S. Atty. Frederick Lacey, the man currently investigating alleged organized crime in the state. Young will be supervising six assistant attorneys in the civil division of the justice department. He graduated MSC with a BA in social science in 1945 and went on to receive a PhD in political science from Johns Hopkins in 1949. Young is president of the MSC Alumni association. —K. Vargo.
The Waiting Game May Last All Year

By Richard De Santa

The waiting game is the key for all draft-eligible men during the coming year. Conflicting reports from various parts of the country show that no one, not even the heads of the state draft boards, is sure if all of the 366 "random sequence" numbers will be called.

Confusion began on Dec. 1 last year when the federal government held their first draft lottery, choosing the 366 days of the year randomly, and assigning them numbers from 1 to 366. Then, every three days fall on the days which received lower numbers would be drafted first.
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than it was all about.

But, he went.

He nearly completed his tour of duty there with the Marines. It was just two weeks before the fateful ambush which took his life, that he wrote home.

He had seen the faces of freedom in that country, his brothers. The war had scared with many years of war, faces that smiled when GI's rebuilt homes the Viet Cong destroyed, or fed hungry bellies after the VC had stolen their grain, faces that said thank you when a GI medic would save the life of a child.

He had no doubt about that was any longer, for Glen had seen it face-to-face and he knew that there was a purpose in all that. The things he saw made him glad he was there.

HELPING PEOPLE Glen, only twenty when he died, had seen enough for a lifetime. He told his parents that for the first time he felt as if he was doing something really important — he was helping a people to remain free.

With all the noise and division in this country, it's often difficult to see things as they are. Vietnam is indeed hell. But the fires of the worse hell have often produced a trend that remains firm and unshakable.
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A Philosophy of News

There is a feeling in our over-civilized world that the press is a relic of a bygone era and the thing to do is get capulized news from the nearest television set or radio. Some people are inclined to say newspapers are no longer relevant and have outlived their usefulness.

Statistics and hearsay can be used and contorted to point out that the American press caters to the nation's power-elite, and still other critics claim they have no time to read a newspaper because it is too cumbersome.

A Gallup poll released two weeks ago comes close to the reasoning of the American public at large: 45% of the people interviewed (1531 persons) claim that the press is one-sided.

No-Confidence  
These feelings are indeed justified. One leading American daily claims it is so powerful that its editorialists form the backbone of federal foreign policy. Another large newspaper gently persuades its readers to see things their way by the mere presentation of news. In fact, New Jersey newspapers could have alerted its readers to current state corruption scandals if it weren't for vested interests, according to one crime expert.

What all this builds up to is a no-confidence vote for the American press by the American public. But Vice-President Spiro Agnew was not too far from the truth when he asked the mass of students; it will reflect a college bursting with a name that will reflect a new vibrant generation to make articles easier to read. The name of our community as a whole.

New Jersey newspapers could have alerted its public. But Vice-President Spiro Agnew was not too far from the truth when he asked the mass.

Because when we passed it, it was going to be major: I don't think it's right, because when we passed it, it was going to be only $20, and now they're raising it to $45.

A Philosophy of News  
Our newspaper will undergo a format change to make articles easier to read. The name of our newspaper will also be changed. It will be changed to a name that will reflect a new vibrant generation of students; it will reflect a college bursting with innovations in education.

In all, our aim is quality reporting geared to the needs of a modern campus community.

David M. Levine  
executive editor.
PHILADELPHIA — "We were there to do a thing together." And on a weekend trip to Philadelphia, 24 Players did that thing as they competed in the region 12 semi-finals for the American Educational Theatre Association (AETA) award with their performance of Marat/Sade.

Jim Johnson, who plays Marat, continued to say that being in Philadelphia made the Montclair State College group "more up, more alive" and that there was "more excitement" away from the stage they know so well.


By H. Christa Rudolph and Miriam Taub

ON THE STAGE: Arches and actors on the Tomlinson Theater stage during rehearsal on Saturday afternoon.

NEW LIGHT: Half a hexagon of switches throws new light on the subject. Setting the pre-sets is Mike Smenko.

PERSONALITY CHANGE: A curly-headed Greg Doucette in the midst of transformation to the role of Coulnier thru the aid of Midge Guerrera.

AFTERMATH: A guillotine and tom tickets... the aftermath of entertainment for two ages of audiences.

THE PAUSE THAT REFRESSES: Man can't applaud alone, so Jack Mageean prepares "resting" for the Philadelphia USO.
THE KEYBOARD: In rehearsal on Saturday are director Marceline Decker, Greg Anderson and Pat Carrubba.

and Their Thing Together

and The Arena of Lycoming College, Williamsport, Pa., who presented Murray Schluger’s “Luv,” used the facilities of the Tohomasin theater at Temple University here.

Overnighting at the Center City UMCA-USO, Johnson noted that “the Y was a bummer.” Even tho “the rooms smelled of chicken soup,” and “the USO fed us – a little bit of pizza with a lot of oregano,” no one lost enthusiasm for the upcoming performance.

And even tho the elevator operators wouldn’t let the males off on the floors reserved for females, there remained the stairs for both male and female use.

Although results of January’s competition will not be announced until mid-February, Players could make the next step for Marat/Sade Washington, D.C.

Saturday night’s performance was followed by a 25-minute critique session of the AETA judges and the Marat cast. “It seemed more like two hours,” said one MSC observer. However, the judges were more curious than critical about certain aspects of the Marat/Sade production.

ROLE SWITCH: After the final curtain, Wendy Simon sheds her Charlotte Corday role and is congratulated in the arms of Scott Watson.

The emotional turmoil of the Players cast arrived at Temple Saturday afternoon, the technical crews had arrived almost 24 hours earlier to begin reconstructing Marat’s stage dressings. The cast also dressed – in a coed dressing room.

Altho the Players cast
arrived at Temple Saturday afternoon, the technical crews had arrived almost 24 hours earlier to begin reconstructing Marat’s stage dressings. The cast also dressed – in a coed dressing room.
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Saturday night’s performance was followed by a 25-minute critique session of the AETA judges and the Marat cast. “It seemed more like two hours,” said one MSC observer. However, the judges were more curious than critical about certain aspects of the Marat/Sade production.

ROLE SWITCH: After the final curtain, Wendy Simon sheds her Charlotte Corday role and is congratulated in the arms of Scott Watson.

They Strike at ECC

"ONE WAY": The feelings of the strikers at Essex County College seem like those of the street sign at top... “One Way.” Their one way of solving the problems at ECC include a two-week boycott, demanding the resignation of ECC President Ellis F. White, and total amnesty for all concerned with the People’s Council, the group that started the strike. At press time, the students and faculty were still on strike, even though their original demand of the abandonment of the plans for the Verona annex was agreed to by the administration. See page 9 for story.
Cahill Calls for Education Advances  
By Michael Traylor  
News Editor

TRENTON - Stating that the "fate of empires depends on the education of youth," William T. Cahill, 46th governor of New Jersey, called for "new techniques in teaching, new ideas and new leadership dedicated to new levels of excellence.

In his inaugural speech on the steps of the planetarium here, Jan. 20, Cahill put some of the blame of inadequate education on the present system saying that it "often forces exceptional teachers out of the classroom and into administrative positions and too often out of the field of education altogether."

As the bitter wind of the icy Delaware whipped through the crowd, Cahill went on to say that he has urged the education departments to project a master blueprint for the upgrading of our system with emphasis on correcting the "quality gap" in the urban centers. He added that "we cannot afford to fail our young and our future."

Speaking on law enforcement, Cahill said: "There will be no executive compromise, neither of principle nor policy, not with the Legislature, the judiciary or with the administrative departments.... For where criminals go unpunished for breaking the law, good citizens are penalized in their obedience to it."

The governor added that the commitment of his administration is to "search out and destroy the corrupters and corrupted wherever they exist in the 21 counties of New Jersey."

Cahill said: "They can, in most instances, only be solved by federal, state or multistate efforts."

Other problem areas of state government that Cahill pointed were the "antiquated penal system," shortage of beds for the retarded child, the sick and the elderly. Widespread use of narcotics and the pollution and erosion of the wackers alarmed the 57-year-old governor.

The 32-year-old Quaremba said: "I hope to attract the same kind of popular support that Sen. Eugene McCarthy received in the past presidential primary."

He intends to have a low-cost campaign without the "haste and glitter offered by other candidates" and has announced that he will not accept donations of more than $50 per person.

Quaremba added: "It is time that the voters have a chance to elect a man who is entirely free of obligation to big money backers."

Quaremba was graduated from Princeton University in 1956, majored in history, and received his law degree from the University of Michigan in 1965. He served in the United States Navy aboard the U.S.S. Kitty Hawk from 1960-62, and retains the rank of Lieutenant in the United States Naval Reserve.

Quaremba practices law with the New York City firm of Shearnan & Sterling, but has been granted a leave of absence to pursue the Republican nomination.

---

Wants Youth Support in N.J. Senate Race

TRENTON - James A. Quaremba, a New York Wall Street attorney who announced his candidacy for the Republican nomination for U.S. senator from New Jersey last Tuesday. The problems he will concentrate on in his campaign are the Vietnam war, inflation, urban decay, civil rights and pollution, Quaremba stated.

Quaremba, a former naval officer and Ridgewood commissioner, has pledged to visit college campuses in New Jersey to draw youth into his campaign.

Quaremba: Wants Campaign Support from Youth.

---

Dorm Victory

Coeds Get Visitation

By Roberta Kuehl  
Staff Reporter

Montclair State's women are finally attaining equality with the men. With the establishment of the "visitation and self-limiting hours policies" on weekends, the dorm coeds appear well on their way to freedom.

After weeks of working on these changes, the student committees have come up with the following rules: male visitation will be on weekends only from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., Friday; noon to 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., Saturday; noon to 6 p.m., Sunday. The self-limiting hours system will be in effect for

---

Girls For Sale

Come buy yourself a beautiful girl to be your slave for the day.

Bidding starts at 1 p.m., Sat., afternoon, Feb. 7, at the Berkeley School, 22 Prospect St., East Orange.

---

are your contact lenses more work than they're worth?

If you're tired of using two or more separate solutions to take care of your contact lenses, you have the solution. It's Lensine the all-purpose lens solution for complete contact lens care—preparing, cleaning, and soaking. Just a drop or two of Lensine before you insert your contacts coats and lubricates the lens surface making it smoother and more-irritating.

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine retards the bacterial growth and antisep­tic makes it ideal for storage of your lenses between wearing periods. And you get a removable storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a feature that improper storage between wearings may result in the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure cause of eye irritation and could seri­ously endanger vision.

Lenisine exclusive for proper lens hygiene. It has been demonstrated that bacteria cannot grow in Lensine. Caring for contact lenses can be a con­venient process when using Lensine from the Murine Company, Inc.
NEWS DESK
A diary of student and faculty news notes.

PLASTICS RESEARCH LEADS TO PUBLICATION
A plastic process has been developed by Richard Rembis and John Turner, both faculty arts majors, whose professor feels will prove more convenient and economical than present methods.

The process, which is a new idea, was developed by Rembis and Turner in their plastics technology course last year, and the students continued their research and methods of publishing the process during the summer.

It was published in a recent special report on "Teaching...

EQUIVAL POWER FOR STUDENTS
Equal governing power for students and faculty will result after elections are held for the School of Humanities. Full-time faculty and students are eligible to become senators.

Student petitions signed by 10 students can be picked up today and must be returned to the Dr. Samuel Pratt's office by Thurs., Feb. 12. Representation will be elected both at-large, from the entire school, and from each of the seven departments in the school.

SOCIAL SCIENCE SCHOOL DISCUSS GOVERNANCE
All faculty and students in the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences have the chance to vote on the governance procedures for the school's council at a meeting this Wednesday, Feb. 4 at 3:35 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.

The special report on governance for the Congress includes sections on equal membership for faculty and students, voting rights of representatives, terms of office, and the powers of the Congress.

FINE ARTS BUILDING ARTS WORK AREAS OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
Beginning today, studios and work areas in the fine arts building will be open until midnight on weeknights. This experimental basis throughout the spring semester.

"It has to be creative at 7 a.m.," stated William McCread, assistant professor of fine arts. "If students are working with their own time at their own speed, their individual development should improve.

The success of this program will depend, said Dr. Gordon Hamer, chairman of the fine arts department, on the students' acceptance of the responsibility and the willingness of the faculty to work with the late-term students.

PREMARRIAGE WEEKEND SET FOR MARCH 13, 14, 15
At the request of concerned students on campus, a program called the "Pre-Marriage Weekend" (PM) has been set up by faculty members and other professionals to help engaged couples prepare for marriage in some way other than the usual, said Rev. Thomas Davis, Newman chaplain for MSC.

The weekend will be held the weekend of March 13 at Minisink Camp in Stillwater.

At the request of open discussions will be held in both large and small groupings with the students selected by Hubert Industries, Inc., of Roosevelt for presentation on its latest postcard advertisement.

Registration for PM will be held on Feb. 27. Applications are to be made to the office of Mr. Jon McKnight, director of Life Hall, the Alpha Phi Omega office and Newman House.

VERNACHIA IN PRINT
Wayne Nord, MSC psychology major, has written an article in a recent issue of Today's Education, the journal of the National Education Association Nord, who wrote on the college companion program at Overbrook hospital, Cedar Grove, consulted with Dr. John Seymour, assistant professor of psychology, during the writing of the article.

The dossier contains evaluated materials on fine arts and music, art education, the fine arts department, and the success of the program at Overbrook.

classified Ads
SUMMER JOBS: Limited number of applications for summer jobs with Nationality Clubs, civic groups, religious organizations, financial aid offices. Deadline Feb. 4 for student applications to be taken to written test. Students wishing to be considered by group must return application by March 14.

LOST: Silver ID. Inscription "Karen House." Please return to Karen Ayers, 301 Student Personnel office, room 215.

Students wishing to take written test should go to the Student Personnel office, ext. 293; notify Miss. D. Miller, dept. chairman and dept. sec*y. For scheduling office, ext. 312, 363. Notify Miss D. Miller, dept., chairman and dept. sec*y. For SGA phone number, call 826-0195.

Student Personnel office, room 215.

Student Insurance Policy:
For all students enrolled in insurance who wish to take written test. Students wishing to take written test should go to the Student Personnel office, ext. 293; notify Miss. D. Miller, dept. chairman and dept. sec*y. For scheduling office, ext. 312, 363. Notify Miss D. Miller, dept., chairman and dept. sec*y.

copies of policy now available in SGA office. March 14.

for all students enrolled in insurance who wish to take written test. Students wishing to take written test should go to the Student Personnel office, room 215.
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The Met opens to mixed reviews

By Neil T. Nistraco

NEW YORK — After a three-month delay caused by labor disputes, the Metropolitan Opera finally opened on Dec. 29 with “Aida.” Its repertoire has been confirmed mainy to standard operas to give time for the preparation of more difficult fare.

“Madame Butterfly” on Jan. 5, was a routine affair with Nichola di Virgilio making his debut as Pinkerton. Di Virgilio displayed attractive stage department and a thin, inadequate tenor voice. As butterfly, Martina Arroyo poured out velvety sound but was hindered by her bulky frame in presenting the delicate Oriental creature.

Renate Tebaldi brought a note of French exoticism on Jan. 7. Her regal bearing and carefully detailed conception of the role of Mhitra helped to make up for the barely adequate Casandrosa of Sondor Konya. Cornell Mac Nellis’ Scarpia matched Tebaldi’s intensity in both the acting and singing departments. The Met has no finer Tenors than Madame Tebaldi and her incomparable artistry is well appreciated in a season as barren as this one.

Franco Zeffirelli’s eagerly awaited new production of “Cavalleria Rusticana” and “Pagliacci” was unveiled on Jan. 8, producing the high point of the season so far. Zeffirelli’s set for “Cavalleria” was dominated by a massive staircase which gave credulity to the cinemagraphic approach he took in his staging.

Grace Bumbry as Santuzza released a fiery vocal line coupled with acting of passionate intensity that soared into the minds of the audience. Franco Corelli was dramatically well suited to the arrogant nature of Turiddu, less so, however, Frank Guarrera, monster anything to add as Alfio but added professionalism in their small parts. The star of this production, however, was in the orchestra pit. Leonard Bernstein inspired the stage ensemble and made the Met orchestra sound like the great orchestre of the world, which is a rare feat. The “Pagliacci” was less distinguished. Richard Tucker’s Canio was a sincere but not memorable effort, and Lucine Amara, substituting at the last minute for an indisposed Teresa Serrat, made a creditable Nedda. Shirel Milles’ Tonio was magnificent. He sang the prologue like a young Leonard Warren. Fausto Cleva provided the sluggish tempo for the work.

BRUTISH AND CRUDE

One of the most distinguished achievements of the season was the “Aida” of Jan. 17. Lucine Amara acted well but produced a thick unfocused sound in the title role. Franco Corelli’s Radames was brash and crudely phrased. The polished artistry and lustrous tone of Irene Dalis as Amneris saved the evening. The staging of this production, however, was nearly dissolved and the unconcerned behavior of the chorus during the Triumphal scene was a scandal.

Another highpoint of the season was Mozart’s “Don Giovanni” on Jan. 19. Marc Chagall’s colorful sets lent an air of true fantasy to the production. George Shirley’s “Taminio” was the epitome of Mozart style. Hermann Prey’s “Papageno” was human and loveable and Jerome Hines performed his familiar and practised Sarastro with great dignity. In her Met debut, the young Swazi soprano Edith Mathis looked lovely and sang with taste and warmth. Her poignant aria Ash ich fühls received a great ovation.

Kilroy swinging onto the stage on a gigantic hook, or all those arrogant state troopers and city principals crowding the sets.

Published in 1953, this play about man’s view down the centuries in his search for values in a life of series of symbolic, dreamlike blocks on the Camino Real — a road that once led to royalty in Mexico, but now leads nowhere in a terror-didden, enervated Everytown. Romantics of the literary and historical past wander onto this road — Quixote, Casanova, Byron, Baron de Charlus, Marguerite Gautier, Esmeralda — only to die there and be swept away by the hideous streetcleaners.

Fading Aristocracy

Jessica Tandy as Marguerite alone convincingly captured the tragedy of fading aristocracy. The desolation of dying romantics was practically lost, while the bits of humor became farcical, especially in the scene in which the “Sylva Syna” Gypsy — a combined Italian Mama and Bronx housewife — and her daughter, a former prostitute, played by Susan Tyrrell with the same plaintive raspiness she did in “The Times of Your Life.”

The book is full, the prostitute’s virginity is restored. In a scintillating ceremony Esmeralda chose Kilroy for her hero of the night — Kilroy, played by Al Pacino as a mummeling, mutton-chopped, whose followings closely approximated a situation comedy, as helpful Mama periodically checked on the couple to see how they were progressing.

If the Repertory Theater has to do Williams, perhaps it should choose a play less complex and difficult to produce, so that Williams’ intentions would not be so drastically distorted.

* * *

THE FILM SCENE

Canadian Robin Spry’s “Prologue” is an excellent black and white film, about American and Canadian youths seeking various methods of coping with society. Featuring Abbie Hoffman quite humorously dressed in drag on Allan Ginsberg’s activities, this moive follows the lives of a Canadian and American province, and their relationship throughout the Chicago convention and on a commune. Only one or two scenes achieve the spontaneous reality that was able to totally involve the audience.

Thought — Provoking

At the showing Spry explained that he was able to attain such amazing accuracy at the convention because he based his script on the Pentagon papers ten years ago. Despite a few flaws in the editing, “Prologue” is a pertinent, thought provoking, nonescapist film.

More art with less gimmickry — it is my advice to Milton Katesel, who directed Tennessee Williams’ “Camino Real” at Lincoln Center. Although his main desire was to “give these audiences my own sense of something wild and uncontrived that ran like water in the mountains, or clouds changing shape in a gale, or the continually dissolving and transforming images of a dream,” this production really didn’t need backend music thrusting.
Wrestlers Top LIU, 28-17

BROOKLYN. — Montclair State's varsity wrestling team compensated for their Jan. 7 loss to NYU (28-8) by downsing Long Island University, 28-17.

Credit for MSC's Jan. 10 victory goes to Indians John Bellavia, George McGuire and freshman Milt Rehain, who pinned their opponents.

Rehain pinned LIU's Lou Gerardi in the 142-pound class in 3:31. Sophomore McGuire (177) combined for MSC's eight points when the Indians were massacred by NYU. Guarino topped Guy Moran, 4-2, and Nuzzo pinned John Hohmann in 6:04.


They Work Well Under Pressure,' Coach Says

The gymnastic team of Montclair State College has smashed a seven-year jinx by squeaking past the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, 128-75; 129-65.

Coach Terry Oriick praised his team for their "excellent effort and spirit," and added that they "worked well under pressure." Oriick commented on the performances of Bill Balogh, Net Jensen and Russ Spencer during the meet.

Spencer scored an 8.95 in the long horse and placed third on the parallel bars with a 6.95.

The meet was extremely close until Jensen's two firsts, a 7.9 on the p-bars and an 8.2 on the high bars provided an edge over USMM.

Balogh, who scored second in the floor exercises with a 7.2, added a total of 39.15 points to the final score.

The gymnastics team of Montclair State College has previously bested the Indian gymnasts by eight points.

MSC out-performed against Ithaca College and defeated it 131.4-91.85.

Balogh became MSC's first all-around to place in all six events while competing against Ithaca.

He scored two firsts and a fourth in the meet. In an earlier meet, MSC defeated the U.S. Coast Guard 124-91.85. Balogh captured three firsts in this meet and scored a total of 43.3.

7-Year Jinx Ends for MSC Gymnasts

'Some office jobs are more interesting than others.'
It was a Cold January,
But Hoopsters Broke the Ice

January was unbelievably cold in Montclair with temperatures reaching as low as 10 degrees. Not to mention the fact that February is usually the coldest month of the year.

Nevertheless, the winter sport teams maintained their sizzling games, specifically PMC Colleges and the junior had some great game won it for the Indians.

One of the top defenders and one of the top scorers is Tod McDougall, a junior who has more seasons under the belt. He has thrilled MSC fans with his patented hot streaks and is a deadly shooter.

The team is led by Captain Bob Sienkiewicz. The big forward has been one of the most valuable players in the tournament. Now in his second year at Montclair State he has led the team as well as the defense.

A sophomore who has been adopted by the fans as their favorite is Phil Baccarella. The team's top scorer can usually be found on the court shooting off-balance but somehow the ball drops for a dime. Along with James, he has made the All-Kiwanis team.

Harry James is enjoying a great year. The forward has won the Most Valuable Player award at the Kiwanis Tournament. Now in his second year at Montclair State he has led the attack as well as the defense.

A sophomore who has been adopted by the fans as their favorite is Phil Baccarella. The team's top scorer can usually be found on the court shooting off-balance but somehow the ball drops for a dime. Along with James, he has made the All-Kiwanis team.

Harry James is enjoying a great year. The forward has won the Most Valuable Player award at the Kiwanis Tournament. Now in his second year at Montclair State he has led the attack as well as the defense.

Fencers Scalp NCE,21-6

Carol Sakowitz
Sports Editor

NEWARK - After a bitter three years, Montclair State College's fencing team has finally defeated rival Northern New Jersey College, 22-5, giving Pace a 4-8 season record. Fencing saber, Rodger's and MacKay won their three bouts. Breyer, in his first meet of the season, won two of his three bouts. Marchigano kept his unblemished record intact by blanking his three opponents.

Jersey City State's fencers were met with a crushing blow when MSC's fencers shut them out 27-0. The win increased the record to 4-0 and a powerful University of Buffalo was yet to be faced.

The meet against Buffalo pitted captain Dave Breyer against Buffalo's Kazer for the third time in three years, the first two encounters were in championship competition. Both had beaten the other, but Kazer had been the most recent victor, winning in 1969.

The first bout of the meet was the rubber match between the two outstanding fencers. Breyer's decisive victory over Kazer led MSC to an 18-9 win over Buffalo and a perfect 6-0 record so far this season.

By Mike Galos
Staff Reporter

As the saying goes, "you can't win them all," but when a team goes 23 regular season games without a loss you begin to think it's possible. Well, exactly one year and 13 days after Montclair State College defeated Navy, the Indians again tasted defeat.

Taste of Defeat for Indians

ALL HANDS ON DECK: It's a three-way grab for the ball as MSC's Bob Sienkiewicz, an unidentified MSC player and an NSC opponent jump during Wednesday's game.

They Fall to Newark,85-78